Omics and exercise: global approaches for mapping exercise biological networks
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Abstract
The application of global “-omics” technologies to exercise has introduced new opportunities to
map the complexity and interconnectedness of biological networks underlying the tissue-specific
responses and systemic health benefits of exercise. This review will introduce major research
tracks and recent advancements in this emerging field, as well as critical gaps in understanding
the orchestration of molecular exercise dynamics that will benefit from unbiased omics
investigations. Furthermore, significant research hurdles that need to be overcome to effectively
fill these gaps related to data collection, computation, interpretation and integration across omics
applications will be discussed. Collectively, a cross-disciplinary physiological and omics-based
systems approach will lead to discovery of a wealth of novel exercise-regulated targets for future
mechanistic validation. This frontier in exercise biology will aid the development of personalized
therapeutic strategies to improve athletic performance and human health through precision
exercise medicine.
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Introduction
The dynamic human physiological responses to exercise have been widely studied in the context
of metabolism and mechanical stress. Health benefits of exercise in prevention, delay and/or
treatment of pathophysiology associated with metabolic disorders and aging are widely
appreciated. However, the intricacies of molecular networks and biological mechanisms
underlying how humans adapt to exercise and acquire health benefits are not fully understood.
In response to perturbations in whole body homeostasis induced by physical activity, exercise
biological networks are stimulated in various cell types and organs to manage systemic
metabolic and mechanical demands (Hawley et al. 2014). Targeted, reductionist-based
approaches have laid the foundation for our understanding of distinct biological mechanisms
regulating acute versus repeated exercise adaptations using a range of experimental models from
cells to animals and humans. However, the complexity and integrated nature of the whole-body
exercise response warrants global, unbiased systems approaches to unravel the interwoven
networks underlying the benefits of exercise in health and disease.
In this early stage of the exercise and omics revolution, there is a wealth of molecular
information now within reach to help build upon our understanding of human metabolism and
exercise physiology. There is tremendous potential for omics approaches to fill critical gaps in
our understanding of the integrative networks underlying the health benefits of exercise (Zierath
and Wallberg-Henriksson 2015). Advancements in omics-based technologies have facilitated
recent applications to more comprehensively map these networks. The establishment of centers
dedicated to this omics research scope was the focus of a recent National Institutes of Health
(NIH) workshop including contributions from leading exercise researchers. This workshop led to
the creation of an NIH common fund program titled “Molecular Transducers of Physical Activity
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in Humans.” The overall aim of this initiative is to define the “exercise responsome” and
establish the biological function of molecules eliciting the systemic effects of exercise (Neufer et
al. 2015).
To achieve these aims, single omics applications alone will not be sufficient to map the
complexity of genetic and environmental contributions to the exercise response. Integrated omics
efforts applied to human exercise will not come without significant challenges. A
multidisciplinary approach across international centers providing physiological, omics and
bioinformatics expertise will be required to complete such arduous sample collection and omics
data analysis efforts to catalog exercise-regulated networks. Rather than focusing on specific
molecular targets, this review will broadly introduce omics research capabilities to exercise
biologists to foster training initiatives and collaborative research. To further set the stage for
future omics studies applied to exercise biology, the major omics research tracks and recent
advances from human studies in the past five years will be reviewed. Following this background,
potential aspects of exercise biology that can benefit from omics approaches will be discussed
along with the potential applications, hurdles, solutions and short term gains associated with
achieving these global discovery efforts.

Omics and exercise research tracks
Mapping and interrogating the dynamic molecular networks underpinning exercise will involve
omics approaches focused on genes, proteins, peptides, post-translational modifications, lipids
and metabolites in a range of tissue samples and bodily fluids. In no particular order, eight major
omics and exercise research tracks are depicted in Figure 1. It is important to note that these
omics applications should not be considered as completely distinct tracks, since integration
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across these tracks will be crucial for delineating molecular networks and linkages. In addition,
each track can be further subdivided into distinct fields involving various omics technological
approaches. The research tracks most relevant to human exercise will be briefly outlined below
to provide a broad introduction of omics approaches to date and discussion of short term gains
for researchers interested in this exciting renaissance in exercise biological research.

Genome and Epigenome
Together the genomics and epigenomics research tracks have extended our understanding of the
interactions of genetic background and environment in human athletic performance and exercise
responsiveness. Genomics technological advances now provide platforms for cheaper and faster
deep sequencing of the human genome. Previous observational genetic studies, primarily based
on smaller, heterogeneous cohorts (Wang et al. 2016), have assessed candidate genes and
variants. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have pinpointed gene variants (e.g. ACTN3
and ACE) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) potentially impacting human exercise
performance, health benefits of exercise (Tanaka et al. 2016), and predictors of responsiveness to
exercise training (Sarzynski et al. 2016). The molecular bases of gene interactions underlying the
human exercise response are complex; however, it is well appreciated that genetic variation
impacts gene-exercise interactions (Bouchard et al. 2011). Unbiased hypothesis-free whole
genome mapping efforts in larger cohorts will help unravel this level of intricacy. Multi-center
research efforts such as the Athlome Project Consortium have recently been established
(Pitsiladis et al. 2016) to help achieve this global strategy. These efforts will substantially expand
the catalog of gene-exercise interactions and lead to future mechanistic studies of how these
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genes are linked to changes in an individual’s environment to determine functional bases of
exercise training adaptations and responsiveness.
The growing field of epigenomics and exercise is aimed at further establishing these
genetic-environmental links by mapping global methylation patterns on DNA and posttranslational modifications on regulatory chromosomal proteins (i.e. histone methylation,
phosphorylation and acetylation). These environmentally-regulated modifications of DNA and
histones impact transcriptional control by altering spatial accessibility of DNA and chromatin
structure, as well as recruitment of histone-modifying factors. Epigenetic programming is
impacted by both acute and chronic exercise and central to skeletal muscle metabolic regulatory
control (Howlett and McGee 2016) and maintenance of skeletal muscle mass with aging
(Sharples et al. 2016). DNA methylation is dramatically altered by exercise training in both
human skeletal muscle (Nitert et al. 2012) and adipose tissue (Ronn et al. 2013).
Hypomethylation impacts the promoter regions of key exercise-regulated metabolic genes (e.g.
PGC-1α, PDK4 and PPAR-δ), and reduced methylation status occurs in parallel with respective
exercise-triggered increases in gene expression (Barres et al. 2012). Recent efforts have also
applied epigenomics to unravel how blood metabolic gene-specific methylation patterns such as
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) are altered by exercise (King-Himmelreich et al. 2016).
Future hypothesis-free studies, integration across omics platforms such as a recent human muscle
integrated transcriptomics study (Lindholm et al. 2014), along with more mechanistic
epigenomic studies dissecting target genes and variants will be paramount for moving this
exercise genomic/epigenomic field forward.

Transcriptome
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Complementary to epigenomic regulation, exercise induces dynamic changes in gene
transcription by stimulating a range of protein kinases and cellular signaling pathways. Repeated
exercise bouts reinforce tissue transcriptional adaptations in response to exercise mechanical and
metabolic stimuli. Together these acute and chronic effects of exercise re-program the
transcriptome, which encompasses biomarkers of training adaptations and exercise health
benefits. Transcriptomics technologies such as microarray and RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)
platforms help decipher how the array of genomic and epigenomic environmental regulatory
mechanisms cumulatively affect exercise-regulated gene transcription networks, such as the
plasticity of human skeletal muscle. In extension of prevalent literature in this area, recent
studies have uncovered novel insights into endurance exercise-regulated muscle transcriptomic
network remodelling during recovery (Neubauer et al. 2014), protein supplementation (Rowlands
et al. 2011; Rowlands et al. 2016), and impairments in endurance trained subjects lacking
metabolic responsiveness (i.e. training improvements in insulin sensitivity) (Bohm et al. 2016).
The human muscle resistance exercise training-responsive transcriptional networks in the
settings of aging (Raue et al. 2012), aging-associated muscle frailty (Hangelbroek et al. 2016),
stress-induced immune activation (Gordon et al. 2012), and the combined aerobic training modes
(Lundberg et al. 2016) are also continuing to be unravelled using transcriptomics. New studies
assessing other tissues and biological fluids have uncovered adipose tissue networks (Ronn et al.
2014) and transcriptional landscapes involving human plasma biomarkers of triglyceride
responses (Sarzynski et al. 2015) and peripheral blood cell biomarkers of oxygen uptake
responsiveness to endurance training (Dias et al. 2015). Although not discussed in detail, small
non-coding RNA molecules such as micro RNA are also important contributors to exerciseregulated post-transcriptional modulation and represent an exciting area for future investigation
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in epigenetic control of the exercise response (as systematically reviewed in (Flowers et al.
2015)). Given the dynamic nature of acute and chronic exercise transcriptional responses and
number of tissues involved in systemic exercise responses, exercise transcriptomics is addressing
large-scale computational challenges to unravel how various training regimens integrate the
genetic and environmental nature of exercise-induced tissue adaptations.

Proteome
These exercise-induced transcriptome changes are intimately linked to the downstream
alterations in protein translation and post-translational regulation that occur in the hours and days
following exercise. These changes in protein activity and/or abundance are central to tissues’
molecular functionality. Transcriptional changes are not always accurate markers of protein
status due to discordant gene-protein expression level timing and proportionality, as well as the
array of mechanisms regulating both mRNA and protein abundance, localisation and turnover.
However, the transcriptome, proteome, and integrated profiles provide a global snapshot of how
tissues are re-programmed by exercise. Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics has recently
been applied to human tissues to accurately identify and quantify global exercise-regulated
remodelling of thousands of proteins with exercise training, tissue damage, aging and disease.
Exercise-related network blueprints to date are primarily focused on the skeletal muscle
proteome (as reviewed in (Petriz et al. 2016)) to map adaptations following acute and endurance
exercise. Moreover, protein remodelling in the settings of varied training status (Schild et al.
2015), myositis (Munters et al. 2016), and type 2 diabetes (T2D) (Hussey et al. 2013) relevant to
muscle metabolic health have been uncovered using proteomics. Bioinformatics analysis of
network adaptations have revealed important exercise variables underlying skeletal muscle
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(Padrao et al. 2016) and heart (Ferreira et al. 2015) plasticity. Sophisticated proteomics
applications have even narrowed down analyses to the single muscle fiber level (Murgia et al.
2015). Future proteomic analyses of other accessible biopsies (e.g. adipose tissue) and plasma
(Leggate et al. 2012), which is capable of being profiled in samples from thousands of subjects
(Cominetti et al. 2016), will help unravel tissue-specific and systemic proteome dynamics
occurring with exercise.

Secretome
In addition to resident proteins, an emerging subfield of proteomics involves global
characterization of factors secreted from cells and tissues (e.g skeletal muscle, adipose tissue).
These secreted factors function via autocrine, paracrine and/or endocrine mechanisms to
communicate exercise-regulated signals. Global MS-based analysis of the exercise-regulated
secretome addresses tissue crosstalk mechanisms involved in the systemic exercise response.
Two rapidly expanding secretome subfields involve identification of panels of released peptides
and cytokines (e.g. myokines, adipokines) and profiling cargo from cellular-derived exosome
vesicles in response to exercise. Skeletal muscle secretes myokines that communicate with
several other tissues (e.g. adipose tissue, liver, pancreas, brain and bone) to program exerciseinduced metabolic and mechanical adaptations (Pedersen and Febbraio 2012). Early myokinome
profiling efforts in human muscle involved translating secreted proteins in cultured human
muscle cells to expression of candidate myokines in human muscle biopsies following strength
training (Norheim et al. 2011). More recently, global microarray (Catoire et al. 2014) and MSbased (Hartwig et al. 2014) global approaches have uncovered novel components of the human
muscle secretome in response to acute exercise and exercise training. Proteomics-based
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discovery of the adipokinome has expanded our understanding of secreted proteins from human
adipocytes (Lehr et al. 2012). Future efforts to apply these techniques to other secretory organs
and blood samples in the context of exercise intervention are critical for mapping novel exercise
crosstalk mechanisms. For example, the secretome isolated from human cells such as
lymphocytes (Al-Dabbagh et al. 2015) can be utilized to determine how secreted factors impact
other tissues such as skeletal muscle in a cellular experimental setting. Ongoing efforts to
uncover the global exercise-regulated secretome will also involve identification of secreted
proteins and nucleotides transported between cells and tissues via exosomes and microvesicles,
as recently reviewed (Safdar et al. 2016). Together this secreteome research track represents
exciting discovery potential for solving the puzzle of how secreted, circulating candidate factors
that elicit systemic exercise effects and modulate metabolism in health and disease (Weigert et
al. 2014).

Phosphoproteome and Acetylome
While exercise is well appreciated to trigger diverse protein post-translational modifications
(PTM), the application of omics technologies to globally map and quantify PTM transducers of
exercise is at a very early stage. MS-based phosphoproteomics and acetylomics will be
specifically discussed; however, it must be appreciated that other PTMs also underlie subtleties
in human exercise responses. Reversible protein phosphorylation is regulated by a balance of
kinase and phosphatase activity that dynamically impacts molecular substrates. This dynamic
switch mechanism underlies many biological functions including key regulatory aspects of
metabolism (Humphrey et al. 2015). Most previous research of exercise-induced phosphorylation
has focused on a small subset of protein kinases and pathways. The first application of global
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MS-based phosphoproteomics to acute exercise-induced regulation of human skeletal muscle
revealed extensive complexity and interconnectedness in exercise signal transduction (Hoffman
et al. 2015). This landmark study revealed over 1,000 phosphorylation sites regulated by a single
bout of high-intensity endurance exercise, including a large proportion of regulated sites and
kinases never previously associated with the exercise response. Future global phosphoproteomics
efforts will determine how this intricate network of kinases and substrates are impacted by a
range of exercise and human subject variables. More targeted MS approaches will help profile
subsets of exercise-regulated proteins and PTMs using interrogation of MS libraries in samples
from larger subject cohorts to complement the deep coverage provided by global
phosphoproteomics.
In addition to phosphorylation, exercise fine-tunes metabolism by inducing protein
acetylation on lysine residues. Acetylomics is aimed at enriching this PTM from complex
samples to map how acetylation alters protein function and metabolism. Protein acetylation in
mitochondria serves as a reversible regulatory metabolic control mechanism that is dynamically
regulated by deacetylases including sirtuins such as SIRT3 (Baeza et al. 2016). Lysine
acetylation regulates key exercise-responsive aspects of mitochondrial function in skeletal
muscle (Philp et al. 2014). Acetylation status correlates with human insulin sensitivity (Mielke et
al. 2014) and age-related adaptive responses to exercise training that help maintain quality and
protect against oxidative damage of mitochondrial proteins (Johnson et al. 2015). Together these
findings warrant further global acetylome investigations in human tissues. Adding to the level of
complexity of mapping single exercise-regulated PTMs is the subfield of PTM crosstalk.
Regulation of one PTM may program protein conformational changes that promote substrate
accessibility and/or additional PTMs that underlie downstream biological functions. Multiple
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proteomics-based applications for sample enrichment and PTM profile comparisons, in addition
to other protein regulatory mechanisms relevant to exercise (e.g. redox proteomics (McDonagh
et al. 2014)), will be essential to map and further understand mechanisms of exercise crosstalk
that translate to protein functional responses.

Metabolome and Lipidome
In addition to mapping gene, protein, and PTM networks regulated by exercise, omics
technologies can also be applied to identify and quantify metabolite and lipid biomarkers
underlying tissue-specific and systemic metabolic adaptations of exercise. Exercise-induced
adaptations in expression and/or activity of metabolic enzymes affect abundance of smallmolecule metabolites serving a wide range of biological functions. Metabolomics applications to
human exercise have become more prevalent with improved global and targeted detection
capabilities using MS and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Recent applications
of metabolomics have uncovered metabolic networks impacted by high intensity interval training
programs (Kuehnbaum et al. 2014; Peake et al. 2014). Insights into branched-chain amino acid
metabolism in response to resistance training have also been revealed from metabolomics
analysis of skeletal muscle biopsies from healthy and frail older subjects (Fazelzadeh et al.
2016), as well as plasma from overweight subjects following resistance and endurance training
(Glynn et al. 2015). Plasma metabolomics profiling of healthy versus T2D subjects, along with
integrated global transcriptomics, has mapped disease alterations in acute exercise responses
(Hansen et al. 2015). Moreover, metabolomics studies have uncovered biomarkers of human
cardiometabolic fitness in skeletal muscle (Huffman et al. 2014) and aerobic capacity in serum
(Lustgarten et al. 2013). Current and future directions in this growing field include global
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profiling the metabolome signature of plasma and other biological fluids (e.g. urine (Wu and Gao
2015), saliva (Wallner-Liebmann et al. 2016), and sweat (Hooton et al. 2016)) from healthy,
athletic, sedentary and diseased subjects exposed to a range of exercise programs. A subfield of
exercise metabolomics, termed “sportomics,” will translate metabolite markers associated with
the metabolic challenges of exercise training and competition to similar stresses occurring in
disease settings (Bassini and Cameron 2014). Moreover, systems-based approaches studying
extreme environments (e.g. high altitude (Edwards and Thiele 2013)) will reveal important
aspects of physiological adaptations relevant to health and athletic performance.
Mapping the intricacies in exercise-induced remodelling of thousands of lipid species
involved in metabolic pathways has benefited from global MS-based lipidomics approaches, and
therefore the latest translational studies in human tissues and serum will highlighted. Lipid
remodelling in skeletal muscle has been the focus of several recent studies, as intramyocellular
lipids play important roles in human health, athletic training, and the progression of metabolic
derangements such as insulin resistance and T2D (Coen and Goodpaster 2012). Lipidomics
analysis of human muscle biopsies following endurance exercise has explored exercise-induced
alterations in phospholipid species and their relation to subject metabolic health status (Newsom
et al. 2016). Complementary lipidomics-based studies have also focused on specific subspecies
of ceramides and sphingolipids modified by acute exercise in human muscle (Bergman et al.
2016) and serum (Bergman et al. 2015). Furthermore, human blood analyses have uncovered
how the lipidome composition is associated with subjects’ aerobic fitness levels and responses to
lipid-based metabolic challenges (Morris et al. 2015). Roles for lipid mediators underlying
inflammatory responses to resistance exercise in blood (Markworth et al. 2013) and skeletal
muscle (Markworth et al. 2016) have also emerged from lipidomics approaches. Together these
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recent human lipidomics efforts have characterized dynamic changes in tissue and blood lipid
profiles and their potential impacts on exercise-regulated cellular permeability, stability of cell
surface receptors and inflammatory responses.
It will take decades to fully understand and integrate the large datasets generated from
these distinct omics research tracks. However, there are several short term gains in the next five
years that will significantly advance exercise and medical science with complementary efforts
from both large scale consortia and individual specialized investigators. Short term gains will be
maximized by establishing specific, standardized acute and repeated exercise protocols that are
known to elicit robust physiological responses and health benefits to facilitate data
harmonization and increase the size of datasets available for future integration. Importantly, the
first short term gain will be establishment of an exercise responsome signature for these
standardized exercise interventions. Second, compiling and comparing interactions between
epigenomic and transcriptomic signatures with known protein, PTM, metabolite and lipid
networks for each standardized protocol will begin to connect acute exercise modifications with
downstream targets. This will be especially beneficial in building upon existing databases of
gene and protein interactions to map blueprints of how both known and novel exercise-induced
responses program functional training and health/disease adaptations. Pinpointing and
prioritizing key nodes in these blueprints that can be mechanistically validated in the years ahead
will be extremely useful as in vitro exercise models and target screening platforms are
developed.
The establishment and growth of multi-center consortia such as those resulting from the
Athlome Project Consortium and NIH common fund program will be critical to accessing large
subject populations and streamlining multiple omics-based approaches from international
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partners focusing on specific exercise interventions and research questions. For example, these
consortia will facilitate integration of cross-omics data obtained from identical subjects’ samples
and improve data harmonization and accessibility from multiple centers. Individual investigators
will also provide invaluable contributions to global omics efforts by establishing key
partnerships that will align subject access with critical human exercise physiology, omics-based
technology and bioinformatics expertise. Importantly, individual investigators will initiate new
cross-disciplinary research collaborations and provide training opportunities for the current and
next generation of scientists to continue to grow these omics and exercise research tracks and
provide longer term scientific and medical gains.

Critical gaps and variables underlying exercise biological network dynamics
Collectively, recent omics applications have started to catalog the intricate networks underlying
various aspects of exercise in health, sport, aging and disease. In future cross-disciplinary
collaborative studies, it will be crucial for omics-based researchers to appreciate that one type of
exercise does not fit all. Embracing the distinct responses of exercise interventions in a range of
populations and environments will facilitate personalized exercise prescription and more
effective data comparisons. In the following section, important exercise and subject variables
will be discussed that can benefit from omics-based global approaches and may lead to more
personalized exercise interventions in health and disease settings.
First, diversities in biological networks underlying exercise variables (Figure 2A) such as
mode, frequency, duration and intensity will need to be considered from study conception and
design to post hoc study comparisons. While several pathways are known to be distinct between
endurance and resistance-based exercise networks, for example, reductionist studies have
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uncovered only the surface of these differences. A global omics approach is warranted to map
how different gene, protein, metabolite and lipid responses are regulated by aerobic, anaerobic
and concurrent exercise programs to maximize downstream responses and subsequent health
benefits. Furthermore, deciphering how acute, transient molecular responses program
downstream training adaptations is highly dependent upon the duration and frequency of exercise
intervention. Variations in exercise program timing, intensities and training schedules are
therefore required to capture how divergent biological networks are recruited and regulated.
Another major variable associated with mapping the exercise responsome is the quantity
of cellular/tissue networks and complicated crosstalk mechanisms (Figure 2B) involved in
systemic effects and health benefits. Tissues such as skeletal muscle, adipose, liver, pancreas,
brain, heart and the vascular system have both distinctive and redundant exercise-regulated
pathways. Given the invasive nature of obtaining some human tissue samples, complementary
mechanistic studies in cellular and animal models will be required to unravel these intricacies.
The study of homeostatic regulatory control involving tissue crosstalk is facilitated by the
relative ease of obtaining periodic human blood samples across study time points. This
secretome research area has tremendous discovery potential for omics approaches to identify
novel secreted, circulating factors that stimulate aspects of the exercise response.
In addition to these cellular/tissue networks and crosstalk, it is important to note that exercise can
induce dynamic remodeling in the cellular composition of tissues and vasculature that will affect
data interpretation across multiple omics applications. For example, inflammation and tissue
injury resulting from exercise can lead to dramatic changes in cellular composition involving
infiltration of immune cells (e.g. monocytes/macrophages) to facilitate the regeneration and
repair of injured skeletal muscle. Cell type remodeling therefore represents a potential
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confounding factor of the exercise-induced responsome that must be considered when
interpreting how tissues such as skeletal muscle adapt following exercise intervention.

Subject

criteria such as sex, age and genetic variability (Figure 2C) will also need to be carefully
considered in omics study design and comparison. The majority of human studies obtaining
skeletal muscle biopsies have enrolled only male subjects, and sex differences in muscle
exercise-regulated pathways are poorly understood. The influence of sex on exercise and
hormonal responses is an important variable understudied to date, as highlighted by sex-specific
variations in resistance exercise training transcriptional network responses observed in skeletal
muscle (Liu et al. 2010). More studies in female subjects, from mechanistic animal-based to
global human-based studies, will be required to unravel sex differences in exercise networks.
Moreover, exercise is beneficial in the prevention, delay and/or treatment of disorders that
become prevalent with aging. Omics studies addressing how molecular networks adapt with age
to identify biomarkers associated with early-life intrauterine environmental exposures (Vrijheid
et al. 2014; Smith and Ryckman 2015), growth and development (Radom-Aizik and Cooper
2016), and later-life frailty (Erusalimsky et al. 2016) have provided invaluable insights into
critical targets contributing the pathological consequences of environmental and aging processes.
Genetic variability also affects how an individual of each sex and population will participate in
and respond to exercise. Omics approaches will aid future analysis of complicated research
questions such as the molecular bases for willingness to participate in voluntary exercise (Kelly
et al. 2015). Large global omics efforts to characterize biological networks of both
heterogeneous and specific populations around the world, such as those applied in the genomics
of athletic performance, are warranted. Collectively, multi-center clinical trials addressing key
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variables of racial diversity, sex and age will begin to tailor personalized exercise medicine
programs and reap exercise’s full range of health benefits.
Subject nutritional, training and health status (Figure 2D) represent important hereditary
and environmentally-acquired exercise variables in human omics-based research projects.
Several aspects of nutrigenomics and nutritional environment (e.g. diet composition and tissue
nutrient availability) can affect molecular networks, exercise performance and training
adaptations. Microbiome composition may also emerge as an important biomarker of tissue
exercise-environment network interactions.

Given the potential of nutritional variables to

modulate the exercise networks from several research tracks depicted in Figure 1, this important
future area of omics approaches will pinpoint key nutrient-regulated molecular nodes within
networks. These may represent feasible nutritional avenues for amplifying exercise-regulated
signals, training adaptations and health benefits in individuals across the spectrum of sedentary,
intermittent, recreationally trained, athletic and elite athlete status. Efforts to control diet and/or
provide detailed study subject dietary monitoring, facilitated by cross-disciplinary collaborations
nutrition and dietetics experts, will better integrate omics data from multiple studies and trials.
Furthermore, detailed reporting of exercise protocols and subjects’ fitness will help benchmark
training adaptations across omics studies.
Central to the overall goal of linking exercise molecular networks to improved health
outcomes is the consideration of how exercise networks and key molecular components are
regulated and dysregulated in health and disease. Exercise is a promising therapy for metabolic
diseases and disorders of aging such as sarcopenia. To effectively compare biological networks
and identify therapeutically relevant targets in healthy versus diseased states, randomized
controlled trials should employ more omics-based sample analyses to uncover novel therapeutic
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opportunities for exercise stimuli to prevent, delay onset and/or treat obesity and a range of
associated chronic diseases. A catalog of epigenomic alterations in T2D, for example, will be
useful in determining how genetic-environmental interactions contribute to disease and promote
the therapeutic potential of exercise.
Taken together, global unbiased approaches have tremendous potential uses and
applications in the area of personalized exercise prescription, especially as these omics datasets
continue to accrue and become integrated. Compared with targeted reductionist approaches,
omics-based discovery approaches can be used to map and identify not only known, but also
novel and low abundance biological molecules. These may represent critical nodes of exercise
biological networks that can be engaged by various modes, durations, and intensities. For
example, a global signature of endurance versus resistance exercise adaptations in health and
disease can be used to pinpoint biomarkers of training status and disease progression.
Differences between individual signatures can then be integrated with genomic information and
whole body physiological data to help provide biological explanations for variability in
responsiveness to training, suitability for an individual to be performing a specific type of
exercise, and the health benefits induced by a particular exercise regimen. Ultimately, mapping
and interrogating exercise biological networks will help explain biology underlying targets that
become dysregulated with disease and can be targeted with exercise intervention based on
subject variables such as sex, age and genetic makeup. The overall goal and application of these
findings to personalized exercise medicine will be to identify the exercise program(s) that can
elicit the maximal health benefits in the setting of each individual or subset of a population. In
addition to just exercise interventions, mining these cellular/tissue biological network signatures
may provide value in predicting predisposition and development of diseases, associated
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morbidities/complications, and responsiveness of biological network maps to potential future
exercise-mimetic therapies.
While these numerous exercise and subject variables should be taken into consideration from
initial study design to data interpretation, an overall feasible solution is crucial to overcoming
many of these critical gaps. Nutrition is one key variable of health status that is well appreciated
to impact multiple layers of the exercise responsome from gene and protein expression/activity
to metabolite and lipid levels. Nutrition status can be feasibly studied and intervened in subjects
across age groups, sexes and diverse populations. Interventions such as modulation of diet
composition and tissue substrate availability are promising solutions to enhance performance,
training adaptations and overall health status in a variety of exercise modes and intensities.
Therefore, well-controlled omics-based studies in the next five years and beyond should be
dedicated to studying the impacts of nutrition status on multiple layers of exercise-regulated
biological networks from the epigenome and transcriptome to the proteome/phosphoproteome,
metabolome and lipidome. These nutrition-focused omics efforts will help determine key
biological nodes that can be targeted or amplified by diet to feasibly and realistically enhance the
health-promoting effects of exercise.
Omics and exercise research hurdles
The renaissance of omics-based discovery approaches and integrating data across studies to
unravel complex exercise networks will not be easily achieved with efforts from a single
discipline. It will require cross-disciplinary efforts from exercise physiologists, geneticists,
biochemists, clinical trial managers, computational biologists, bioinformaticists, and data
visualization specialists to overcome significant hurdles associated with this emerging field. As
depicted in Figure 3, several distinct hurdles associated with data collection, computation and
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interpretation need to be overcome to develop the omics and exercise research tracks.
Encouragingly, the establishment of key collaborations and consortia, as well as advancements in
both technology and data analysis over the past five years highlighted below, has demonstrated
the feasibility of these global omics-based discovery approaches. These recent efforts have
helped make significant progress at overcoming these hurdles and setting the stage for an
exciting era of the omics and exercise field in the next five years and beyond.
First, subject recruitment and associated ethics approvals for large multi-center collaborative
human studies will represent a major challenge to catalog variable exercise responses in healthy
and diseased subjects from a spectrum of genetic backgrounds, ages and training statuses. Expert
consultation in sample preparation is another critical hurdle for optimal tissue and fluid
collection timing, storage, and processing prior to omics analyses. Given the transient,
intermittent nature of exercise responses, timing of sample collection is critical to ensure the
molecular networks impacted by exercise are most efficiently preserved for downstream
mapping. As discussed in (Neufer et al. 2015), multi-center omics studies will benefit from
standardized and accessible biological specimen collection procedures to minimize study
variability. Moreover, protocol access and consistency will facilitate collaborative applications of
multiple omics platforms and dataset validation across centers.
Technological considerations regarding instrumentation and data collection protocols from
each research track depicted in Figure 1 are constantly evolving. Each omics methodology has a
broad range of instruments, as well as sample preparation reagent and methodological
considerations that can impact quality and robustness of datasets. Not every instrument or
platform will be ideal for a given application or research question. Therefore, to overcome
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hurdles related to instrumentation, strategic cross-disciplinary collaborations will need to
combine access to human subject and samples with optimal omics instrumentation.
A detailed discussion of all the advantages and available technologies for each global omics
application is out of the scope of this review. In summary, there are several major advantages of
omics platforms (i.e. deep sequencing of the genome, epigenome and transcriptome; global MSbased analysis of proteins, PTMs, metabolites and lipids) over more targeted approaches (i.e.
PCR, microarray, immunoblotting, metabolite and lipid extraction measurements). First, the
unbiased discovery nature of omics approaches allows identification and quantification of both
known and novel targets from a complex biological sample (e.g. both coding and non-coding
RNAs using RNA sequencing). Second, the depth of omics coverage allows a significantly larger
number of biological targets to be quantified. Compared to PCR, microarray and immunoblotting
procedures that measure single or relatively smaller subsets of biological targets, unbiased
discovery approaches such as RNA sequencing and MS-based proteomics allow accurate
identification and quantitative measures of thousands of RNAs and proteins/PTMs. The
increasing capabilities of integrating large multi-omics datasets have tremendous discovery
potential over linking only a few known biological targets. Finally, the dynamic range and
sensitivity of omics approaches, which are now becoming cheaper and faster to utilize than ever
before, also allow detection of lower abundance biological targets (e.g. rare transcripts and
proteins). Together the constantly improving unbiased, sensitive detection capabilities of omics
approaches can help uncover novel intricacies and biomarkers underlying health and disease that
was never capable before using only reductionist approaches. Research hurdles and current
disadvantages associated with global omics approaches will be discussed further below and
include limitations in accessing state of the art instrumentation, increased cost of enlisting some
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omics platforms, and computational expertise required including trained bioinformatics
personnel and software access for comprehensive data analysis.
One of the largest omics hurdles to overcome is access to computational and bioinformatics
expertise for data interpretation and extraction of important biological targets. The interpretation
of a dataset comprising thousands of molecular changes can be overwhelming for a reductionist
biologist to distil and interpret. Establishment of interdisciplinary teams and collaborations will
need to provide increased exposure to tools required for data computation, interpretation and
integration across omics platforms. Exposure to even basic principles of bioinformatics
approaches used will ensure appropriate statistical considerations are made from study design to
completion. Moreover, visualizing large datasets in a clear, interpretable fashion also represents
a major challenge and has sparked a renaissance in how omics data and complex biological
networks are portrayed. Another level of complexity is integration of datasets across multiple
omics research tracks and physiological interventions to pinpoint key nodes of network
regulatory control (Yugi et al. 2016). This is an especially fruitful area for determining how
epigenomic, transcriptomic and protein post-translational modifications program downstream
tissue adaptations, and major strides in cross-omics data integration have been made over the
past five years. For example, integrated global analyses of DNA methylation and transcriptomics
in skeletal muscle have permitted assessment of epigenomic contributions (Lindholm et al. 2014)
and miRNA signatures (Rowlands et al. 2014) to exercise gene expression. Omics data
integration will require sophisticated database curation, sharing, and searching capacities across
institutions, such as recent efforts to integrate human muscle transcriptomics data across various
exercise interventions (Vissing and Schjerling 2014). Given the breadth of experimental models
required to validate targets, cross-species comparisons will also be required to compare
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orthologous omics networks. While some genes and protein sequences are well-conserved
between mammals, others will be more difficult to match and compare between large-scale
datasets. Such cross-species comparisons of tissue gene expression and secretome data have led
to the identification of a panel of novel candidate adipomyokines (Schering et al. 2015) and
transcriptional signatures of endurance exercise training responsiveness (Keller et al. 2011).
Development of accessible tools for cross-species database extraction is central to overcoming
this hurdle. For example, the creation of PhosphOrtholog to align and compare protein sequences
has helped integrate PTM-based omics data across species (Chaudhuri et al. 2015) and aided
discovery of novel AMPK substrates from global phosphoproteomic datasets (Hoffman et al.
2015). More automated tools that mine current molecular interaction databases will also help link
changes in exercise-regulated genes, proteins, PTMs, lipids and metabolites.
Unbiased discovery approaches have potential to identify a wealth of novel exerciseregulated biological targets and network interactions. While this review has stressed the power of
such global approaches, complementary reductionist approaches are also required to provide
mechanistic biological validation of novel targets. This final hurdle depicted in Figure 3
represents a major challenge based on the limited capacity and experimental models available to
screen a large number of exercise targets in a physiologically-relevant manner. Cellular and
animal knockout and knock-in models will be useful in pinpointing roles for novel molecules
within exercise networks. However, being able to effectively “exercise” cells is challenging due
to the absence of physiological components central to the exercise response (e.g. hormones,
secreted factors, neural input) (Neufer et al. 2015). The development of standardized, validated
in vitro exercise models, such electronically-stimulated human muscle cell models to detect
secreted proteins (Scheler et al. 2015), as well as experimental animal models and training
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protocols will need to be standardized to foster target screening efforts. Given the multifaceted
nature of the exercise response, this will be major challenge to translate and target a subset of
molecular “hits” found in exercise network omics screens to meaningful biological outcomes
related to the health benefits of exercise.

Concluding remarks
In conclusion, the complexity and interconnectedness of exercise biological networks will not be
fully understood by studying single tissues or molecular targets alone. The advancing field of
omics and exercise will map these networks in a holistic, unbiased and integrated manner to
identify how various cells and organs contribute to systemic adaptations in a range of exercise
environments in health and disease. This promising era of exercise biology will continue to
evolve with technological and computational advances to overcome significant hurdles
associated with establishing and mining large datasets. As the field of omics and exercise
continues to grow, new opportunities arise for exercise scientists to collaborate and unravel the
intricate nature of exercise that have not been achievable without these global approaches. These
cross-disciplinary research projects set the stage for future schedules of events to biologically
validate candidate exercise-regulated targets and develop personalized strategies to mimic
exercise and achieve its full potential of health benefits.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Omics and exercise research tracks
Eight major global omics-based research themes, or “tracks”, are depicted that can be applied to
map various aspects of exercise biological networks and discover novel targets underlying
exercise responses and training adaptations in health and disease (i.e. genome/epigenome,
transcriptome, proteome, secretome, phosphoproteome, acetylome, metabolome and lipidome).
While these research themes are depicted as distinct tracks and in no particular order,
multidisciplinary omics data integration across these tracks will be critical to the identification
and validation of novel exercise-regulated orchestration of targets within these networks.

Figure 2. Omics and exercise schedule of events
The critical gaps in our understanding and range of variables associated with studying exercise in
a global, unbiased fashion are illustrated that set the stage for the future exercise and omics field
“schedule of events.” These events involve (A) exercise variables associated with establishing
and comparing acute and chronic studies; (B) cellular and organ (e.g. skeletal muscle, adipose
tissue and heart) biological networks and the exercise-mediated crosstalk between these
pathways; (C) subject criteria considerations for studying human populations; and (D) subjects’
health, nutrition, training and disease status that impact exercise biological networks. A detailed
understanding of how each variable and network impacts systemic exercise responses will reveal
how exercise interventions can be utilized to improve training adaptations and human health.
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Figure. 3. Omics and exercise research hurdles
The challenges, or “hurdles”, associated with the development of multi-disciplinary omics and
exercise research projects are illustrated. These hurdles are associated with project design and
establishment (i.e. subject recruitment, sample preparation and instrumentation), data analysis
and presentation (i.e. bioinformatics, interpretation and visualization) and advancement of these
data in the context of previous findings and experimental interrogation of novel exerciseregulated biological targets (i.e. integration and validation).
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